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Recently reported results (Konn et al. [14]) on the collisional cooling of atmospheric pressure
matrix assisted laser desorption ionization (AP-MALDI) and nano-electrospray ionization
(nano-ESI) generated ions in a quadrupole ion trap mass spectrometer (QITMS) are inconsis-
tent with measured collisional cooling rates. The work reported here presents a re-examination
of those previous results. Collision induced dissociation (CID) has been used to probe various
properties of ions contained in a QITMS. It is shown experimentally that when trapping large
numbers of ions, an effective dc trapping voltage is induced that varies with changes in the size
of the ion cloud. A decrease in the resonant frequency for maximum CID efficiency is observed
as the cool time between parent ion isolation and CID is increased. Ion trajectories in a QITMS
are simulated to demonstrate how ion density changes over the course of parent ion isolation.
The effect of space charge on ion motion is simulated, and Fourier transformations of ion axial
motion plus simple calculations corroborate the experimentally observed transient frequency
shifts. The relative stability of ions formed by AP-MALDI and nano-ESI is compared under
low charge density conditions. These data show that the ions have reached equilibrium
internal energy and, thus, that differences in dissociation onsets and “50% fragmentation
efficiency points” between the ionization mechanisms are due to the formation of distinct ion
conformations as previously shown in reference [28]. The conclusions of Konn et al. [14] are
based on invalid experimental procedures as well as inappropriate comparisons of QITMS
data to low-pressure FT-ICR data. (J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 2009, 20, 1801–1812) © 2009
American Society for Mass Spectrometry

An understanding of ion internal energy is of
primary interest to researchers studying the
structures of gas-phase ions. How fast an ion

will dissociate, which mechanisms will be involved,
and how many products will be observed all have a
large dependence on the amount of internal energy in
the ion and the experimental time window for dissoci-
ation [1–4]. If the internal energy of an ion is distributed
statistically among its bonds, RRKM theory can deter-
mine the dissociation kinetics of the various dissocia-
tion pathways, and mass spectra or tandem mass spec-
tra (MS/MS) could be predicted [5–7]. MS/MS spectra
are related to ion structure on a fundamental level
because the vibrational bond frequencies, the ground
state energy, and the critical energy of dissociation are
all determined on some level by the three dimensional
conformation of the ion.
Because MS/MS spectra have a dependence on

structure and internal energy, it is important to under-
stand the various factors that determine ion internal
energy and how its magnitude might change over the
course of an experiment. A typical experiment using a

quadrupole ion trap mass spectrometer (QITMS) lasts
several hundred ms, during which time a large number
of variables can affect an ion population’s distribution
of internal energy. The theoretical calculation of ion
internal energy in a QITMS is a complex quantum
chemical calculation in which many factors must be
considered, such as the kinetic energy of the ion, the
vibrational energy states of the ion, and the probability
of energy-transfer from one state to another [8]. These
considerations are complicated by the necessary pres-
ence of helium (He) bath gas at�1.3� 10�3 mbar in the
QITMS to improve sensitivity and mass resolution [9].
Other types of mass spectrometers typically operate at
pressures low enough to ensure that the flight path of
the ion is shorter than the mean free path between
collisions with background neutral gas. Conversely, in a
QITMS, with several tens of collisions per ms, an ion
may experience many thousands of collisions over its
lifetime in the instrument [10]. Each of these collisions
has the potential for changing the internal energy of the
ion, ultimately having an effect on the mass spectrum
that will be produced.
Indeed, the collision of an ion with a neutral gas

molecule is one of the most important means for
energy-transfer in mass spectrometry, with the most
common application of this process being collision
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induced dissociation (CID). When an ion collides with a
neutral molecule such as He, kinetic and internal en-
ergy may be inter-converted. Because energy is con-
served, eq 1 can be written, where KE0, KEF, IE0, and IEF
are, respectively, initial kinetic energy, final kinetic
energy, initial internal energy, and final internal energy
of the ion and colliding He atom. He, of course, being
monoatomic, has no internal energy under typical
QITMS conditions.

KE0
ION � IE0

ION � KE0
HE � KEF

ION � IEF
ION � KEF

HE (1)

The change in internal energy of the ion is the quantity
of interest, and so eq 1 may be rearranged to eq 2, where
� denotes the final value minus the initial value.
Consideration of eq 2 shows that an ion may be excited
in a collision through a conversion (reduction) of either
the ion’s or He’s kinetic energy, and conversely an ion
may be cooled by transferring its internal energy into an
increase in kinetic energy of the ion or He.

�IEION � ��KEION � ��KEHE (2)

Whether an ion gains or loses internal energy in a
collision depends on the probability of energy-transfer
between states, and is a problem that has been consid-
ered theoretically for a QITMS [8, 11]. In particular, the
evolution of peptide internal energy with time due to
collisional cooling in a QITMS has been investigated
[11]. Plots of calculated internal energy versus time
revealed that a series of homologous peptide ions
(AG)n, where n � 8–32) excited to 450 K would all relax
to room temperature in less than 10 ms. Experiments
designed to test this theoretical treatment have been
published recently, where two laser pulses are used to
probe ion internal energy as a function of time [12, 13].
Ions were irradiated with one laser pulse and allowed
to cool for a set amount of time before being irradiated
again. During the time between pulses, the ions lose
internal energy to collisions with He, causing the sec-
ond laser pulse to dissociate a smaller percentage of
parent ions. Using the efficiency of fragmentation as a
measure of internal energy, relaxation times for excited
ions at typical operating pressures of 9.3–1.5 � 10�3

mbar were observed to be about 5 to 20 ms.
Recently, a study has been reported that concludes

internal energy relaxation of peptide ions through He
collisions to be a relatively inefficient process requiring
several hundred ms when the experiment is conducted
in a QITMS [14]. Supporting the results was a cited
observation that the process of internal vibrational
relaxation through collisions is �100 times slower than
collisional kinetic energy relaxation. If true, the conclu-
sion could be drawn that if kinetic relaxation takes place
in 1–10 ms, then internal energy relaxation must take
place in 100–1000 ms. The referenced study described
the vibrational relaxation of N2

�· through collisions
with a variety of noble gases, in which the cooling
process with He was least efficient [15]. However, it

would be an over-simplification to assume that the
collision induced vibrational relaxation behavior of
N2

�·, which has one vibrational degree of freedom and
a vibrational density of states of 1 per cm�1 at room
temperature, could be used as an accurate predictor of
the collision induced vibrational relaxation behavior of
a medium sized peptide such as leucine enkephalin
(YGGFL), which has 228 degrees of freedom and a vibra-
tional density of states of 3.4 � 1036 per cm�1 at room
temperature, calculated with the direct count method [16]
As our group has an interest in the mechanisms and
kinetics of internal energy-transfer processes in mass
spectrometry experiments, the study described here un-
dertakes a re-examination of the cited work.
An important experimental parameter that could be

responsible for the very long predicted relaxation times
described in the previous study could be the use of long
ion accumulation, or gate, periods (400 ms), and it is on
this point that the current investigation will focus. The
long ion accumulation time was justified by a desire to
accumulate equal numbers of ions over equal lengths of
time in a comparison of the internal energies of ions
produced by atmospheric pressure matrix assisted laser
desorption ionization (AP-MALDI) and nano-electrospray
ionization (nano-ESI). Because a lower flux of ions was
produced by AP-MALDI, and the QITMS has a finite
trapping capacity, it was reasoned that the trapping
volume could be “overfilled” in the high ion flux,
nano-ESI case such that after 400 ms, equal numbers of
ions would be accumulated using both ionization meth-
ods. Undeniably, a plot of ion abundance versus ion
accumulation time will show abundance leveling off
after a time, so the authors’ supposition of equal ion
populations for both ionization techniques could be
accurate. However, operation of a QITMS under high
space charge conditions introduces a new set of vari-
ables with respect to ion motion, namely, an added dc
potential. A brief analysis of the stability equations for
a QITMS will demonstrate the effect of this new dc
potential. The canonical Mathieu formulae for the
so-called axial stability parameters in the QITMS, az and
qz, are given in eqs 3 and 4, where e is the fundamental
unit of charge, V and U are the amplitudes of the
maximum zero-to-peak radio frequency (rf) and dc
trapping potentials, m is mass, r0 is the radius of the
ring electrode, z0 is axial spacing of endcap electrodes,
and � is the angular frequency of the rf trapping
voltage [17].

qz �
8eV

m�r0
2� 2z0

2��2 (3)

az � �
16eU

m�r0
2� 2z0

2��2 (4)

The fundamental frequency of ion oscillation, or secular
frequency, is given by eq 5, where �z is given in eq 6
when qz � 0.4.
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	z �
1

2
�z� (5)

�z ��az �
1

2
qz
2�12 (6)

Using eqs 4–6, one observes that a positive U will
decrease an ion’s secular frequency. Traditionally, U
would be induced instrumentally, but a dc potential can
also be induced by a collection of charged particles of
the same polarity. However, a potential induced by a
cloud of charged particles is expected to vary as the
density of the cloud changes. The ion isolation event
immediately preceding CID provides an opportunity
for a change in ion cloud density. During isolation, the
ion cloud will experience several different trapping envi-
ronments, most notably a gain in kinetic energy as the qz
value approaches a resonant ejection point, and a decrease
in the depth of the pseudopotential trapping well as qz is
reduced to the value used for CID. The depth of the
pseudopotential well is given in eq 7 [17, 18].

Dz �
mqz

2�2z0
2

16e
(7)

The purpose of the present investigation is to demon-
strate experimentally and theoretically that these vary-
ing trapping environments lead to changes in ion
secular frequency when a large population of ions is
present. When CID is performed using a single resonant
excitation frequency on a population of ions whose
secular frequency changes, internal energy measure-
ments based on fragmentation efficiency taken at dif-
ferent times are inevitably inaccurate.

Methods

AP-MALDI and nano-ESI on Bruker Esquire

Experiments were carried out on two instruments, a
Bruker (Billerica, MA) Esquire ion trap using OS2
operating software for AP-MALDI and nano-ESI exper-
iments, and also a modified Finnigan (San Jose, CA)
ITMS that has been described previously [19], used for
additional experiments with nano-ESI. The Bruker Es-
quire has a modified Analytica (Branford, CT) electro-
spray ionization source, which has been fitted with a
flared glass capillary [20, 21]. The flared capillary cou-
pled with a Lexan sample holder and Plexiglass mount-
ing assembly create a simple aerodynamic AP-MALDI
source [22, 23]. Matrix/analyte solutions are introduced
into tapered through-holes in the Lexan sample holder.
After drying, crystals remain deposited around the
edges of the holes, whereupon the sample holder is
placed flush with the open flared capillary and sealed
with a rubber o-ring around the capillary. A N2 laser
(VSL-337-NDS; Laser Science Inc., Franklin, MA) is
focused into fiber optics for delivery of 337 nm light to

the sample with measured energy of �20 
J per pulse
(RM-6600 Universal Radiometer; Laser Precision Corp.,
Irvine, CA). The laser was triggered with a pulse
generator at 10 Hz (8013B #; Hewlett-Packard, Santa
Clara, CA) that in turn is triggered by a signal generated
by the Bruker hardware at the start of the ion accumu-
lation portion of the experiment. The same flared cap-
illary is used for nano-ESI by placing a metal cap with
a 0.5 mm hole over the capillary, to which is applied a
voltage of �1000 V for production of positive ions.
Sample solutions are introduced into a pulled glass
needle that contains a grounded wire introduced
through the back end of the needle, and the tip of the
needle is placed �1–3 mm from the opening of the
metal cap. The relative stability of AP-MALDI and
nano-ESI generated ions was compared by dissociating
the ions via CID (with an incremented excitation wave-
form amplitude) and recording fragmentation effi-
ciency as shown in eq 8, where 	 F is the sum of
fragment ion abundance and 	 P is the “survivor”
parent ion abundance.

FE �
�F

�F � �P
(8)

Figure 1 illustrates the scan function (rf trapping volt-
age applied to the ring electrode changes versus time)
for the ITMS experiments. The rf trapping voltage is
proportional to the lowest m/z trapped, or “start mass”
at any particular time. This relationship allows “start
mass” or “low mass cut-off” to be used interchangeably
with “rf voltage” as the y-axis label. These former terms
are more commonly used than the latter when referring
to various aspects of a scan function. Details about the
Bruker scan function were obtained by using the discon-
nected high-voltage dynode as a capacitive “pickup.” The
resonance ejection voltage was removed from its
feedthrough and the endcap electrodes grounded, so that
a digital oscilloscope could be used to monitor the rf

Figure 1. Scan function for Finnigan ITMS showing rf trapping
voltage as a function of time, and the timing of supplementary
waveforms for ion ejection and excitation. Typical times are as
follows, gate (ion accumulation) � 30 ms, isolation � 10 ms, cool
time� 30 ms, activation� 40 ms, scan delay� 5 ms. All segments
are drawn to scale except the analytical scan segment, which is 13
kDa/s for the Bruker Esquire and 5555 Da/s for the Finnigan
ITMS.
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voltage on the high-voltage dynode. The Bruker scan
function takes about 90 ms to isolate the ions, with the
remainder of the scan function being very similar to
that of the ITMS. A “start mass” of 80 Da was used for
all ions studied during the accumulation time on the
Bruker. Ions were isolated with a 
10 Da window, and
CID was conducted with a qz value of 0.25. CID
activation was performed either with the basic scan
function depicted in Figure 1 or, alternatively, with no
ion isolation, and FE could be plotted, where 	 F in eq 1
is replaced by the intensity of just one selected product
ion. To gauge the effect of cooling time on ion dissoci-
ation, the time before CID in the scan function was
incremented manually for each acquired spectrum.
Spectra were acquired as the average of 20 scans, and
error bars were calculated as 95% confidence intervals
on 5–8 experiment repetitions the same day. To mini-
mize the effects of space charge while standardizing
conditions as much as possible between AP-MALDI
and nano-ESI, the same ion accumulation time, or “gate
time” of 30 ms was used in both cases. Because many
fewer ions are produced by AP-MALDI than by nano-
ESI over a given time period for the current experi-
ments, the rf voltage amplitude of the transfer hexapole
was decreased for nano-ESI to equalize the ion popula-
tions between the two experiments. In most cases, the
maximum 700 Vp-p hexapole voltage was used for
AP-MALDI, and�100 Vp-p was used for nano-ESI. A 30
ms ion accumulation time only allows time for one laser
pulse for AP-MALDI, but this was enough to accumu-
late a sufficiently large ion population for these exper-
iments. The ion abundance of the parent ion for the
Bruker experiments was �3–5 � 103 (in terms of the
Bruker software).
A direct reading of the pressure inside the ion

trapping volume is not possible for the Bruker Esquire
because transport of the He bath gas to the ionization
pressure gauge is attenuated by conductance limiting
electrode spacers. However, previous experiments us-
ing the ion/molecule reaction of cytochrome c with
dimethylamine have been performed to calibrate the
pressure gauge [22]. These experiments showed a factor
of �100� between ionization gauge pressure and ion
trapping volume pressure for the Bruker Esquire. The
present experiments were performed at a pressure
reading of 3.0 � 10�5 mbar, with the pressure in the
trap estimated to be about 3 � 10�3 mbar.

Sample Preparation

The peptides desArg1bradykinin (PPGFSPFR),
desArg9Bradykinin (RPPGFSPF), Sar-Angiotensin II (Sar-
RVYIHPF), and angiotensin III antipeptide (GVYVHPV)
were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) and
used without purification. Solutions of 79/20/1 vol/
vol/vol methanol/water/acetic acid were made at 100–
200 
M for nano-ESI. The same solutions were com-
bined in a 1:4 ratio with 100 mM 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic
acid (DHB) in 1:2 H2O, CH3CN, or 100 mM �-cyano-4-

hydroxycinnamic acid (CHCA) in 1:2.3 H2O, CH3CN,
giving a 1:4000 analyte to matrix ratio. The analyte/
matrix solution was deposited in 15 
L aliquots in each
of the tapered-holes in the Lexan sample plate and
allowed to dry.

Higher Time Resolution Cooling Study

The Finnigan ITMS was used to examine the effect of a
cool time on CID for nano-ESI ions. The ITMS software
controls all scan function parameters with microsecond
resolution. Cooling time and CID resonant excitation
frequency were varied automatically under software
control. A “start mass” between 40 and 60 Da was used
in the ITMS experiments. Isolation was achieved by
increasing the rf amplitude for 10 ms to eject ions
having m/z less than the parent ion; no attempt was
made to eject ions with higher m/z as these were of an
insignificant overall abundance. CID was conducted at
a qz value of 0.253, and at a resonant excitation fre-
quency corresponding to the maximum achievable frag-
mentation efficiency. A plot of fragmentation efficiency
versus resonance excitation frequency is sometimes
referred to as a resonance absorption curve. Such curves
are important to assure any shifts in resonant frequency
due to space charge or amplitude of the resonant
excitation voltage. Spectra were acquired as the average
of 25 scans, and error bars were calculated as 95%
confidence intervals on 5 experiment repetitions the
same day. The electrodes do not have conductance
limits to gas transport, so the measured ionization
gauge pressure is the ion trapping volume pressure,
after correction for the ionization potential of He (i.e.,
multiplying by 7 to correct for the lower gauge sensi-
tivity). A pressure of 9.3 � 10�4 mbar of He was used
for the experiments.

Ion Trajectory Calculations

Ion motion inside the QITMS was simulated using
SIMION 7.0 [24] using a Pentium 4, 3.06 GHz personal
computer. The values for radius of the trapping volume
and the axial dimension were 1.000 and 0.783 cm,
respectively, which correspond to Finnigan ITMS di-
mensions. Simulation quality was set to 3 for all simu-
lations, and grid spacing was 0.05 mm. Ions were
placed in the center of the trapping volume
 1.0 mm at
a random phase of the 1.1 MHz trapping potential, and
with initial kinetic energy of 0.15 eV 
 5% in a random
direction. Collisions with 9.3 � 10�4 mbar He neutral
gas were simulated using the 3D hard sphere model
developed by Manura [25]. Interactions between ions
could be simulated with the SIMION point charge
model. In this mode, a total amount of charge is
designated to be distributed amongst all the ions being
simulated. For example, if 10 ions were being simulated
and the total charge was 1.6� 10�16 C, then each affects
the others as if it has the charge of 100 ions, and it
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would be expected that the ions behave as if there were
1000 total ions in the trap. The x, y, z positions and
kinetic energy of the ions were recorded every 0.1 
s for
analysis of ion motion, which was carried out in soft-
ware written in LabView 7.1 (National Instruments
Corp., Austin, TX).

Theory

Calculation of Space Charge Effects

Some of the effects of ion interactions can be estimated
using calculations having various degrees of sophisti-
cation. Most pertinent to the present experiments is an
estimation of the dc voltage magnitude induced by a
group of ions, which can result in a shift in ion secular
frequency. The voltage induced at a particular distance
(radius) r away from a point charge q is given by the
first term in eq 9, where o is the permittivity of
vacuum. The voltage induced by a number of point
charges can be expressed as a sum as in eq 9.

V �
q1

4�0r1
�

q2
4�0r2

� . . . (9)

Sphere of Constant Ion Density

The simplest case calculation assumes that the ions are
distributed uniformly in a sphere of a given radius. In a
general sense, the voltage induced by a volume charge
is given in eq 10,

V �
1

4�o
� �

r
d� (10)

where � is charge density, r is distance to a particular
point, and d� is the volume element [26]. The integral
can be numerically approximated as shown in eq 11,
where N is number of ions, rs is the radius of the
sphere, and ri is the radius of each particular volume
element.

V �
1

4�0
�

i

Nq

rs
3

1

ri

· �ri
3� ri�1

3 	 (11)

Gaussian Distribution

A more realistically shaped ion cloud can be described
using a Gaussian distribution [27–29]. In this case,
higher dc voltages would be expected in the center of a
Gaussian distribution of charges than in the center of a
sphere of constant charge density of similar size be-
cause in the former case most of the ions are located at
the center of the distribution. Given a distribution of a
given size and a certain number of ions, the magnitude
of induced voltage at the center can be estimated using
eq 12, where p is the width of each slice of the

distribution, and � is the standard deviation of the
distribution.

V �
2

4�0
·�

n�0

�

�
r�np

r�(n�1)p 1

�
2�

� exp��
r2

2�2
� · Nq

�np � �n � 1�p

2 � (12)

Results and Discussion

Comparison of AP-MALDI Versus nano-ESI

Figure 2 shows the results of experiments done using
the Bruker Esquire. The breakdown curves of fragmen-
tation efficiency versus CID excitation voltage show
that for the peptides studied, the onset of dissociation
and 50% fragmentation efficiency point for AP-MALDI
comes at an equal or greater energy than for nano-ESI.
One conclusion based on these data is that the AP-
MALDI ions have either slightly lower internal energies
or slightly higher critical energies of dissociation. A
previous study of the dissociation onset energies of
liquid secondary ion mass spectrometry (LSIMS) ions
versus nano-ESI ions found that the nano-ESI ions
dissociated at lower energies than the LSIMS ions,
suggesting that the LSIMS ions had either lower inter-
nal energies, or higher critical energies of dissociation
[30]. However, in the LSIMS case, as well as the present
AP-MALDI case, the hypothesis that nano-ESI ions
have different internal energies is doubtful, based on
studies of internal energy cooling in a QITMS (vide
supra). The cited works show with theory and experi-
ment that the time-frame for excited ions to relax to
equilibrium internal energy via collisional cooling at
1.33 � 10�3 mbar is about 10 ms. Ongoing research in
our laboratory on cooling rates of excited peptide ions
indicates that at 9.3 � 10�4 mbar equilibrium internal
energy is reached in about 20 milliseconds [31]. There-
fore, if the ion internal energies imparted by AP-
MALDI and nano-ESI are the same, then any difference
in dissociation behavior must be due to different critical
energies of dissociation, which may be attributable to
different ion conformations. The plots in Figure 2e, f,
and h, shows fragmentation efficiency versus CID delay
time (it is being called “CID delay time” rather than
“cooling time” since the latter happens in a much
shorter time period than the time range shown in the
plots). These plots demonstrate little or no change in
dissociation as a function of time, suggesting that any
excess or difference in internal energy between ioniza-
tion methods has already been dissipated through col-
lisions with the bath gas. These last data were acquired
at the excitation voltage corresponding to �50% frag-
mentation efficiency. One feature of the CID delay time
plots is that for most plots the MALDI fragmentation
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Figure 2. Results of experiments on Bruker Esquire. Filled squares denote nano-ESI, filled circles are
AP-MALDI using DHB matrix, and filled triangles are AP-MALDI using CHCA matrix. Plots on the
left are of fragmentation efficiency versus CID excitation voltage at 40 ms excitation time. Plots on the
right are of fragmentation efficiency versus CID delay time using the excitation voltage corresponding
to �50% fragmentation efficiency. Analytes are, (a) desArg9bradykinin, (b) angiotensin III antipep-
tide, (c) Sar-angiotensin II, (d) desArg1bradykinin, (e) desArg9bradykinin, (f) angiotensin III antipep-
tide, (g) angiotensin III antipeptide, 1 ms ion accumulation nano-ESI, 4 ms ion accumulation
AP-MALDI, no parent ion isolation, (h) desArg1bradykinin.
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efficiency is higher, whereas for the fragmentation
efficiency versus voltage data the ESI fragmentation is
typically higher. This may be due to a shifting in ion
flux from the source over time. The MALDI ion popu-
lations especially tended to decrease gradually over
time and from day-to-day which would shift the opti-
mum excitation frequency for CID. Unfortunately, the
use of automated gain control of the ion populations
was precluded by the use of MALDI, and obtaining a
resonance absorption curve was not an option with the
Bruker software. The important conclusion from these
data remains that fragmentation was not observed to
change with CID delay time before CID, and there was
minimal difference in excitation voltage required to
fragment ions produced by both ionization techniques.
Figure 2g shows fragmentation efficiency versus cool

time with shorter ion accumulation times, no parent ion
isolation step in the scan function, and 10 ms CID, to
minimize the amount of collisional cooling possible
before dissociation. In this case, a slight decrease in
dissociation is observed in the first 10 ms, after which
fragmentation efficiency stabilizes. Thus, even under
the limitation of minimum collisional cooling before
dissociation, there are no significant changes in frag-
mentation efficiency over time.
The present results also contradict recent conclusions

made by Konn et al. on the effects of ionization mech-
anism on internal energy and cool time before CID [14].
Differences in “50% fragmentation efficiency” points
between nano-ESI and AP-MALDI ions were explained
based on differences in gas-phase basicities between the
analyte and the MALDI matrix, which has shown some
correlation to ion internal energy in a study of dissoci-
ation rate of a dinucleotide with several different ma-
trices [32]. However, that work was carried out in an
FT-ICR spectrometer at an approximate pressure of
1.3 � 10�8 mbar, which did not permit ions to thermal-
ize before CID. Thus, any differences in internal energy
deposition resulting from ionization could be pre-
served. The conditions of AP-MALDI and �1.3 � 10�3

mbar storage in a QITMS are markedly different than
conventional MALDI under high vacuum conditions in
an FT-ICR spectrometer. Based on the FT-ICR results
the observation of Konn and coworkers [14] of dramatic
changes in fragmentation efficiency versus cool time
over several hundred ms would lead one to conclude
that there are differences in internal energy lasting for
long periods of time. An initial increase in dissociation
was observed in the first 100 ms, followed by a gradual
decrease in dissociation extending out to 250 and even
1000 ms in one example. However, the next series of
experiments described will show that ion secular fre-
quency can change substantially under high space
charge conditions, which is both interesting in itself and
may also offer an explanation for the results of Konn
and coworkers [14], which is consistent with the previ-
ously determined cool times of ions in a QITMS.

Effect of Ion Population on Cooling Curves

Figure 3a shows fragmentation efficiency of desArg1

bradykinin versus CID delay time for ion accumulation
times of 20 and 200 ms, using the Finnigan ITMS. The
trace for 200 ms ion accumulation time shows a dra-
matic decrease in the first few ms after ion isolation and
then levels off. In Figure 3b, the same initial drop in
fragmentation efficiency is observed for the angiotensin
III antipeptide with a 200 ms ion accumulation time.
Fragmentation is high for the first three points, fol-
lowed by a rapid decrease to a base level by�2 ms. The
shape of the plot in Figure 3b resembles the results
reported by Konn et al. [14] except that the time scales
differ by two orders of magnitude. Their interpretation
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Figure 3. Effect of delay time before CID on fragmentation
efficiency. (a) desArg1bradykinin, filled circles and filled trian-
gles correspond to 20 ms, 590 mVp-p and 200 ms, 400 mVp-p ion
accumulation time and excitation voltage, respectively; (b)
angiotensin III antipeptide, short time scale experiment. Solid
red curve is exponential decay fit to data with decay constant of
1197 s�1.
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was that an initial increase in dissociation after isolation
could be caused by the kinetic dampening of the ion
cloud after parent isolation at higher qz value. While
that explanation could be part of the answer, the
disparity between the results for large and small ion
populations in Figure 3a raises the possibility that space
charge effects are playing a significant role. Space
charge has been used as a tool for effecting dissociation,
via a technique called multipole storage assisted disso-
ciation (MSAD) [33]. MSAD is a method of doing CID
primarily in hexapole or octopole ion storage devices,
wherein space charge causes the ion cloud to expand,
resulting in acceleration of the ions at larger radii where
the electric field is larger. Subsequent higher energy
collisions with background neutral gas then cause frag-
mentation [34]. Hexapole and octopole ion traps, due to
the inherent nonlinear relationship between radial po-
sition and electric field, might be expected to exhibit
MSAD more effectively than a quadrupole, where the
relationship is linear between electric field and radial
position. Nevertheless, MSAD has been observed in a
linear quadrupole [35]. Yet, with both the instruments
used in the current study, no dissociation was observed
when large ion populations were trapped and allowed
time to fragment without any supplementary excitation
waveform. Consequently, an alternative hypothesis is
that ion secular frequencies could be changing over
time as the ion cloud expands and condenses, resulting
in varying overlap between ion secular frequency and
resonant excitation frequency.

Experimentally Measured Shifts in
Secular Frequency

The effect of varying the frequency of the CID excitation
voltage for desArg1bradykinin in the Finnigan ITMS is
shown in Figure 4a and b. Both plots display two
curves, one representing no CID delay time (squares),
and a second showing 100 ms between isolation and
CID (circles). Figure 4a uses a 50 ms ion accumulation
time, while Figure 4b uses 200 ms ion accumulation
time. Different excitation voltages were required to give
comparable fragmentation efficiencies at the no cool
time and 100 ms cool time, but the frequency of
maximum fragmentation efficiency did not significantly
shift at these excitation voltages. A more thorough
analysis would map the fragmentation as a function
excitation frequency and voltage at each CID delay
time. The reason that less excitation voltage is required
at the no cool time condition is because the ions have
increased kinetic and internal energy due to the isola-
tion event. In Figure 4a, a shift in the center of the peak
of �150 Hz is apparent at the longer CID delay time. In
Figure 4b a more pronounced shift of �400 Hz at the
longer ion accumulation time is observed. While it is
also possible that shifts are due to the increased reso-
nant excitation amplitude [36], this seems unlikely
because that should also increase the width of the

distribution and make it more asymmetrical, which
does not occur here. Figure 4c is a summary of these
results for four different ion accumulation times, where
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Figure 4. Fragmentation efficiency versus CID resonant excita-
tion frequency, (filled squares) are no delay between isolation and
CID, (filled circles) are 100 ms delay between isolation and CID (a)
50 ms ion accumulation time, 400 mVp-p (squares), 800 mVp-p

circles, (b) 200 ms ion accumulation time, 400 mVp-p (squares),
1600 mVp-p (circles), (c) peak of dissociation efficiency versus CID
delay time for several ion gating times. Squares are 200 ms, circles
are 150 ms, up-triangles are 100 ms, and down-triangles are 50 ms.
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the frequency corresponding to the center of the peak in
fragmentation efficiency is plotted for no cool time and
for 100 ms cool time before CID. The trend is an
increasingly larger shift to lower frequencies as ion
population increases. These data could be explained if
one considered that during the parent isolation event,
the parent ions would be axially excited due to off-
resonant power absorption of the supplementary volt-
age used to eject the unwanted ions from the trap. This
axial expansion would separate the parent ions in
space, minimizing their interactions. When the supple-
mentary voltage is removed and the rf voltage is
lowered (see Figure 1), the ion cloud would eventually
condense down to a smaller volume, where the inter-
actions between the ions are maximized. As the ion
cloud goes from a large-volume to small-volume, an
increase in dc trapping potential and decrease in secular
frequency would be expected.

Ion Trajectory Simulations

A portion of the scan function from Figure 1 was
simulated in SIMION 7.0, using the parameters de-
scribed in the Methods section. An ion with m/z 905 and
collision cross section 227 Å2 (to simulate desArg1 or
desArg9bradykinin) was trapped for 3 ms at qz � 0.598,
while a supplementary ac voltage corresponding to
qz � 0.605 (256,989 Hz) and 6.0 Vp-p was applied in a
dipolar fashion to the endcap electrodes. After 3 ms, the
supplementary voltage was turned off and the rf volt-
age was dropped to a qz � 0.253 for 37 ms. The results
for the simulation of a single ion are displayed in Figure
5. Figure 5a shows the evolution of ion kinetic energy,
Figure 5b shows axial position, and Figure 5c shows
radial position. The ion kinetic energy is highest during
the first 3 ms, when off-resonance excitation from the
supplementary ac voltage is absorbed and causes accel-
eration of the ion in a beat-like pattern (the beats are not
visible on the scale of this plot). When the supplemen-
tary voltage is turned off and the rf voltage dropped to
qz � 0.253, the ion kinetic energy begins to subside due
to collisions with the He buffer gas, while the ion axial
excursions very quickly jump up to higher values
before decreasing. The ion radial position is not sub-
stantially altered over the course of the entire experi-
ment, which is not surprising given that the excitation
from the supplementary voltage was in the axial direc-
tion, and ion motion in the axial and radial dimensions
is uncoupled in a pure quadrupolar field. The initial
expansion of ion motion in the axial direction after
dropping the rf voltage is due to the accompanying
drop in the depth of the pseudopotential trapping well,
given in eq 7. Figure 5d is a histogram of ion axial
positions during various parts of the parent isolation
experiment. The distribution of medium width is dur-
ing isolation, the wide distribution is immediately after
isolation, and the narrow distribution is after equilibrium
has been reached. Although not apparent in Figure 5,
when many ions with varied initial positions and veloci-

ties are simulated simultaneously, the dished shape of
each excitation and equilibrium distribution blends
together into a more Gaussian-shaped curve, and the
distribution immediately after isolation extends out to 7
mm. When doing a simulation using 40 ms of trapping
time, computational expense dictates that only one ion
is simulated at a time. Regardless of how many ions are

Figure 5. Simulation of parent isolation. Ion parameters given
with respect to time. (a) Kinetic energy, (b) axial position, (c) radial
position, (d) histogram of ion axial positions during isolation
(middle curve), immediately after isolation (wide curve), and at
equilibrium (narrow curve).
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simulated simultaneously, the salient point from these
simulations is that the changing trapping environment
used to isolate a parent ion for CID has a noticeable
effect on the size of the ion cloud. Immediately after
isolation, the high kinetic energy retained from off-
resonance excitation coupled with the drop in pseudo-
potential well depth results in an axially diffuse distri-
bution of ions. Through collisions with bath gas helium
neutrals, the ions collapse down to the center of the
trap, becoming much more concentrated.

Theoretical Shift in Secular Frequency

The effect of space charge on ion motion was investi-
gated with ion trajectory simulations by using the
Coloumbic repulsion model described in the Methods
section. Ten ions were simulated at once in a QITMS for
2 ms at qz � 0.253. The amount of charge, or number of
ions represented by each ion, was varied from 1.6 �
10�19 C to 1.6 � 10�15 C. Therefore, the simulation
assumes that the total number of ions in the QITMS was
varied from 10 to 100,000 ions. Fourier analysis was
performed on the time trace of each ion’s axial position,
and the average of each frequency domain spectrum
was plotted, as shown in Figure 6a. The solid trace is 10
ions, dashes are 10,000 ions, dots are 25,000 ions, dash-dot
is 50,000 ions, and dash-dot-dot is 100,000 ions. A

broadening of the peak and shift towards lower fre-
quencies is observed as the “number” of ions in the trap
is increased. The average frequency values for each
condition are plotted in Figure 6b (95% confidence
intervals). There is no significant change in frequency
until 10,000 ions, after which the average frequency
drops linearly as ion number is increased. The greatest
experimentally observed shift in ion secular frequency
was 400 Hz, shown in Figure 4. Because the exact
number of ions in the experiment is not known, one
must conclude that either the SIMION simulation is
overestimating the effect of space charge, or under
space charge conditions the QITMS only holds about
5000–10,000 ions. Estimations of the expected frequency
shift versus number of ions are shown in Figure 6c and
d, using eqs 11 and 12, respectively. Figure 6c assumes
a spherical distribution of constant charge density, and
Figure 6d uses a Gaussian-shaped axial distribution of a
given width (3�). The largest frequency shift in Figure
6c is 120 Hz for 100,000 ions in a sphere of radius 0.40
mm. The voltage induced by larger spheres decreases to
the point where almost no frequency shift is calculated
for a 6 mm sphere with 100,000 ions. The frequency
shifts in Figure 6d are much more pronounced than in
Figure 6c, because the ions are more concentrated at the
center of the Gaussian distributions. A realistically
sized distribution [27] with outer radius of 1 mm gives
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Figure 6. (a) Fourier transform of simulated ion axial positions over a 2 ms time period. The solid
trace is 10 ions, dashes are 10,000 ions, dots are 25,000 ions, dash-dot is 50,000 ions, and dash-dot-dot
is 100,000 ions. (b) Average frequency for 10 simulated ion trajectories versus number of ions in trap.
(c) Calculation of secular frequency versus number of ions for sphere of constant charge density. Solid
trace is 0.4 mm radius, dash is 0.6 mm, dot is 1.0 mm, dash-dash-dot is 2.0 mm, dash-dot-dot is 3.0 mm,
and small dash is 6.0 mm. (d) Calculation of secular frequency versus number of ions for Gaussian
distribution of ions. Solid trace is 1.0 mm outer radius, large dash is 2.0 mm, dot is 3.0 mm, dash-dot
is 4.0 mm, dash-dot-dot is 5.0 mm, and small dash is 6.0 mm.
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a shift of 400 Hz at 100,000 ions. An experiment to
estimate the actual number of ions contained in the
QITMS under various conditions would be helpful in
judging the relative merits of the various theoretical
methods employed. However, all the methods concur
on the point that a decrease in secular frequency is to be
expected as the density of ions increases.

Conclusions

Many factors contribute to the internal energy of ions in
a QITMS. Chief among these factors is the energy-
transfer process between the ion and the neutral helium
bath gas molecules. Evidence has been presented that
upon introduction of ions into the QITMS, equilibrium
ion internal energy is reached fairly rapidly, about �10
ms. Peptide ions produced by nano-ESI and AP-MALDI
dissociate with nearly the same CID onset voltage and
50% fragmentation efficiency point, although in some
cases the AP-MALDI ions require more excitation volt-
age to dissociate. If collisional cooling of internally
excited ions occurs in a few ms, as experimental and
theoretical studies suggest, then the differences in dis-
sociation of ions produced by nano-ESI and AP-MALDI
must be due to different ion conformations [30].
Typical QITMS operations such as parent ion isola-

tion for CID may increase the kinetic energy of the ions,
possibly increasing the ion internal energy as well.
However, because the rate of internal energy dissipa-
tion appears to be fast, only slight variations in disso-
ciation efficiency are observed when a cool time is
inserted between isolation and CID.
Injecting large numbers of ions into a QITMS in-

creases the space charge in the trap, which can add an
effective dc offset to the trapping voltage, altering the
secular frequencies of ion oscillation. Because a voltage
induced by a cloud of ions depends on the ion density,
parameters which affect the size of the ion cloud will
change the induced dc offset. When ion populations
were very large, decreases in secular frequency of
several hundred Hertz were observed, by measuring
immediately after ion isolation and at 100 ms after ion
isolation. This change in secular frequency could make
estimations of relative ion internal energy problematic,
particularly if the method used depends on a resonance
condition being achieved between the frequency of
excitation voltage and ion secular frequency. We be-
lieve the conclusions of Konn et al. [14] are incorrect
because they had too many ions in their experiments
and their purported changes in internal energy were in
fact artifacts of the measurement. The changes they
measured were a result of shifts in secular frequency,
not changes in internal energy.
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